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Abstract—The “Internet of Things” (IoT) makes attractive ser-4
vices available to smart objects and humans. To aim this, IoT de-5
vices need high sensing, reasoning, and real-time acting capabilities6
that can be also obtained by promoting adaptive forms of coopera-7
tion machine-to-machine among smart objects. The convergence of8
IoT and multiagent systems also relies on the association between9
software agents with IoT devices for exploiting their social attitude10
of interacting and cooperating for services. However, the choice of11
reliable partners for cooperation can be very difficult when IoT de-12
vices migrate across different environments, where the most part of13
their members will be unreferenced with respect to their trustwor-14
thiness. It is well known that agents reputation can be a viable as-15
pect to consider to form social groups; therefore, a possible solution16
to this problem is to form groups of agents in each IoT environment,17
based on their social capabilities. In this respect, the first contribu-18
tion of this paper is represented by a reputation model focused on19
building the reputation capital of each agent. Second, an algorithm20
capable to form groups of agents in IoT environments on the basis of21
their reputation capital was designed. Finally, since in this contest,22
it is important to spread reliable and certified information about the23
device/agent reputation in a distributed environment, the third con-24
tribution is represented by the adoption of the blockchain technol-25
ogy to certify the reputation capital. Some experiments we have per-26
formed show that the model is capable to detect almost all the mis-27
leading agents if their percentage is under a high enough threshold,28
and that good results in term of group composition are obtained.29
Moreover, the simulations show that, by adopting our model, mali-30
cious devices always pay for services significantly more than honest31
ones. We argue that the individual reputation capital of devices and,32
consequently, the overall reputation capital of the IoT community33
can take benefit from the adoption of the proposed approach.34

Index Terms—Blockchain, group formation, Internet of Things35
(IoT) device, multiagent system, reputation capital.36
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I. INTRODUCTION 37

THE “Internet of Things” (IoT) [1] poses technical, so- 38

cial, and economical challenges for transforming our world 39

by realizing diffuse context-aware smart environments around 40

us [2], [3]. Since an emerging trend is represented by the complex 41

requirements, in terms of interactive tasks, to IoT smart objects 42

(i.e., IoT devices), promoting adaptive forms of cooperation [4], 43

[5] among smart objects can make available services to other 44

IoT devices [6] in order to satisfy such requirements. To this 45

purpose, a number of IoT architectures and standards have been 46

proposed [7]–[9] exploiting a wide range of sensory, communi- 47

cation, networking, and information technologies [10]–[13]. An 48

effective solution to promote social interactions among smart 49

devices is that of adopting a multiagent systems, where each 50

software agent is associated with a device that works on its 51

behalf [14], [15]. 52

The feature of an IoT device of moving across different, fed- 53

erated administrative domains as well as of interacting and co- 54

operating with other devices is very attractive, but performing 55

the choice of the most suitable “partners” [16] may be very hard 56

within a similar context. Note that this task heavily influences 57

the quality of the interactions occurring among the cooperating 58

devices and, consequently, the resulting level of “satisfaction” 59

that each device can receive from such interactions, e.g., when 60

device interactions involve critical activities and/or imply sig- 61

nificantly expensive resources and/or high monetary cost for 62

obtaining a service. 63

Moreover, a software agent may have to perform the choice 64

of its partner also in the case the reliable information about other 65

agents is not available, e.g., when a device moves itself from an 66

environment to another one. In these cases, the usual approach 67

adopted in human communities of asking information to other 68

trustworthy agents is generally unfeasible because the new envi- 69

ronment and its members are often unknown and unreferenced. 70

As a result, a mobile IoT device (i.e., its associated software 71

agent) has to solve the problem of choosing own reliable part- 72

ners also in the absence of a suitable experience to perform good 73

choices. A possible solution to such problems is that of forming 74

social structures, as agent groups, to be formed on the basis of 75

kind social properties occurring among the group members [17] 76

so that to provide them with a reasonable mutual expectancy to 77

carry out positive interactions. The larger the number of positive 78

interactions occurring among the members of a group, the larger 79

the effectiveness of that group or, in other words, the social capi- 80

tal of that group [18]. Differently, a not competitive context leads 81

to increase in the social capital of the overall community [19]. 82
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Among the proposals investigated in real and virtual commu-83

nities, taking into account the dynamics underlying formation,84

evolution, and roles of social groups [20], [21], a promising85

viewpoint recently introduced is that of forming groups based86

on high levels of trustworthiness among the group members [6].87

Indeed, a high level of mutual trustworthiness is fundamental88

both for promoting cooperation in real and virtual communities89

and to form effective groups [22].90

In this perspective, a crucial problem to face is how the trust-91

worthiness should be represented in an IoT network, where sev-92

eral disjointed environments populated by a large number of93

agents are federated together.94

As highlighted above, we observe that in the presence of a95

large IoT environment/environments there is a certain probabil-96

ity that an agent has to interact with interlocutors whose reliabil-97

ity is still unknown. As a consequence, it may be very common98

that an agent selects a partner by relying on the global reputation99

of the agents (i.e., devices) in the whole agent community [23],100

because information about its past personal experiences is not101

available. However, in a distributed environment, the global rep-102

utation is a measure difficult to obtain and spread without to103

use some form of centralized repository. In particular, this mea-104

sure should take into account any interaction (or at least the105

most recent ones) occurred between agents of the community, it106

should be certified with a high level of reliability and accessible107

in each federated environment composing our considered IoT108

scenario [24].109

A. Our Contribution110

In order to solve the problem of choosing a reliable provider in111

such a mobile, distributed context and, at the same time, avoiding112

the adoption of a central repository, we introduce the following113

ideas.114

1) Modeling agent reputation using a sort of individual cap-115

ital [called reputation capital (RC)] obtained by “sum-116

ming” feedback received during the activities of the117

agents.118

2) Adopting a blockchain protocol [25]–[27], as119

Ethereum [28], to spread, maintain, and certify, on120

the basis of cryptographic validation techniques, the RC121

of all the agents of the distributed IoT scenario.122

3) Introducing a trust framework of federated IoT environ-123

ments.124

4) Supporting the formation of virtual groups of devices,125

which are affiliated to a group on the basis of their RC126

score.127

5) Group formation is supported by a group formation algo-128

rithm, which is based on the trustworthiness information129

properly maintained in a blockchain.130

We have implemented our framework and we have tested on131

a simulated scenario, containing both honest and misleading132

agents.133

As discussed in the remaining of the paper, the analysis of134

the experimental results has clearly shown that the proposed135

framework is resilient to malicious agents, almost all detected136

in about five epochs, and some in their attacks if malicious agents137

are no more of a high enough threshold (e.g.,∼25%). Moreover, 138

we have also tested the group formation algorithm, obtaining 139

significant results in terms of group composition. 14
0 
Q

In other words, one of the most significant advantages of our 14
1approach is that of combining reputation information, group for- 142

mation, IoT, and blockchain technologies, so that IoT devices 143

migrating across different federated administrative domains can 144

always rely on their RC for joining with groups active in their 145

current environment. 146

B. Organization of This Paper 147

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 148

gives an overview on the related literature. Section III introduces 149

the proposed framework scenario, whereas Section IV presents 150

the reputation-blockchain mechanism. Section V describes the 151

group formation algorithm. Section VI contains the results of 152

our experimental results. 153

II. RELATED WORK 154

A distributed system (DS) is exposed to a large number of po- 155

tential threats for malicious and/or disliked behaviors than cen- 156

tralized environments [29]. Risks significantly increase when 157

DSs are also open and competitive, as in our proposal. For such 158

a reason, trust and reputation systems have been widely studied 159

to support users’ (i.e., agents) activities. DSs can take benefit 160

from cryptographic techniques [30] as well as trust and reputa- 161

tion systems [31], [32]. The former provides protection against 162

outside attacks by safeguarding privacy and ensuring the coun- 163

terparts authentication [33]. Differently, trust and reputation sys- 164

tems help in estimating the trustworthiness of potential partners, 165

to limit the risk due to their possible unreliability [34], on the 166

basis of information derived from direct experiences (reliabil- 167

ity) and
/

or opinions of others (reputation), usually arranged in 168

a single synthetic measure as, for instance, in [35]–[37]. 169

A. Trust and Reputation Systems 170

The relevance of trustworthiness is witnessed by its adoption 171

in almost every decision process and social interaction in hu- 172

man and virtual activities [38], [39] and, consequently, a large 173

amount of studies adopting different viewpoints, as for instance 174

in [40] and [41], and a wide variety of analysis, models, and ar- 175

chitectures can be found in the literature. The accuracy of these 176

esteems tightly depends on both number and quality of the in- 177

formation sources [35], the modality to aggregate and inferring 178

trust in a local or global way [42], and the presence of a cen- 179

tralized or distributed context [43]. In particular, our proposal 180

is unfavorable to a local approach and, as the most part of DSs, 181

the relevance of direct experiences (i.e., reliability) loses of rel- 182

evance given that for each member the most part the community 183

will be not referenced. 184

To this regard, as stated in [44], any reputation system should 185

satisfy some main properties. First, entities must be long lived 186

so that past experiences give information about the expected fu- 187

ture behaviors and, therefore, whitewashing strategies aimed to 188

change identity for cleaning a bad reputation have to be hindered 189
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as more as possible. Second, decisions about new interactions190

should be driven by past experiences. Third, ratings about cur-191

rent interactions need to be gathered, also by planning incentives192

(or conversely, disincentives) to persuade participants to release193

their feedback that has to spread into the community. This latter194

task can represent a hard challenge in the presence of DSs.195

To spread reputation scores in DSs [45], it is possible to realize196

distributed and synchronized repositories or to let this task to be197

realized by each participant during its interactions with third198

parties. In the first case, a unique model to compute reputation199

will be, generally, adopted, whereas in the other case, it is also200

possible that each member of the DS could adopt an individual201

metric by taking into account also the direct experiences together202

with the received reputation scores.203

Trust and reputation scores are also useful in group forma-204

tion processes involving real and virtual communities. To this205

aim, many proposals exploit trust or reputation to recommend206

to a group (member) of a community, which are the best mem-207

bers (groups) for the affiliation with; this problem is usually208

known as group recommendation (affiliation problems). Indeed,209

by considering trustworthiness information in forming groups,210

the result is more stable over time because, generally, in this case211

their members and groups themselves receive more benefits with212

respect to the use of other group formation strategies [46]. For in-213

stance, among the existing proposals, in [47], groups are formed214

in a peer-to-peer (P2P) system with a trust-based procedure tak-215

ing into account the agent trustworthiness, and the benefits of216

these proposals are confirmed by the simulations. Breban and217

Vassileva [48] verified that a formation mechanism for long-term218

coalitions, of both customer and seller agents based on their trust219

relationships with other agents, is beneficial for both the systems220

and, in an exponential way, for the agents. Differently, when221

groups are formed only on the basis of how much the profiles of222

the potential group members are similar then it is not guaranteed223

that groups will be homogeneous over time (i.e., cohesive).224

Also in the IoT world, trust and reputation criteria are be-225

coming more and more important, and new trust and reputa-226

tion models for IoT have been designed [49], [50]. At the same227

time, the choice of providing IoT devices communities of social228

structures can be assumed as an effective way to improve their229

performances.230

For instance, in [51], interacting IoT devices mutually trust231

their counterparts and, with a word of mouth mechanism, spread232

their trust evaluations, in the form of recommendations, to the233

other devices, whereas Chen et al. presented in [52] a trust sys-234

tem able to follow the evolution of social relationships over time235

and adapting itself to the unavoidable trust fluctuations. Fortino236

et al. [6] studied the convergence among IoT, software agents,237

and cloud computing to form groups of agents (each one asso-238

ciated with an IoT device and living on the cloud) and designed239

an algorithm to form agent groups on the basis of information240

about reliability and reputation collected by the agents. Some241

simulations verified the efficiency and effectiveness of the algo-242

rithm confirming its potential advantages. Schooler et al. [53] de-243

scribed an architecture to create an eco-system for smart objects244

capable to reason about context and behaviors and/or to self-245

organize themselves into groups of like-minded smart objects,246

also by taking into account the trustworthiness of the potential 247

members. To group IoT nodes into the most appropriate clusters 248

based on their trust values in [54], a scalable trust management 249

solution is proposed, where an algorithm provides to consider 250

only correct trust values for an IoT service; to form trust-based 251

clusters; and to permit trust-based intercluster migration of IoT 252

nodes. Note that the IoT nodes can progressively gain or lose 253

trust values as they interact with other nodes of their clusters. 254

B. Blockchain 255

Finally, to realize secure management frameworks for 256

distributed IoT environments, recent proposals adopt the 257

blockchain technology [55], [56] for enabling an easier sharing 258

of resources and services between IoT devices. From its intro- 259

duction, in 2009 [57], the blockchain is grown in popularity. At 260

a broad level, it provides a mechanism to warranty data integrity 261

and trust unknown and anonymous entities, by means of a decen- 262

tralized, distributed, open, and unchangeable ledger storing data 263

(e.g., documents, contracts, monetary transactions, etc.) across 264

a P2P network by using cryptographic technologies to identify 265

source and sink of the data. In such a way, a secure replacement 266

of third parties or centralized authorities is possible, which may 267

be disrupted, compromised, or hacked over time [58], [59]. 268

Briefly, a blockchain is a chain of data blocks chronologi- 269

cally ordered and replicated on a number of distributed P2P 270

hosts. Each data stored into the ledger are encrypted, validated, 271

and verified by a distributed consensus1 from some nodes. Once 272

a block is validated and verified by consensus, it becomes per- 273

manent, immutable, and accessible [60]. Each block is formed 274

by a header (storing information such as identifier, timestamp, 275

number of stored transactions, size of the block, and the hash 276

of the previous block in the chain) and the data stored into the 277

block. Since all the ledgers local copies are “synchronized,” the 278

blockchain cannot be controlled, tampered, or deleted in an easy 279

way or by a single actor. 280

In this context, the advent of Ethereum [28] represents the 281

starting point for a huge amount of applications to the blockchain 282

technology, as for instance smart-contracts (i.e., “a computerized 283

transaction protocol that executes the terms of a contract” [61] or, 284

in other words, programs loaded and executed on the blockchain) 285

to be implemented and not only uniquely for supporting cryp- 286

tocurrencies. From a technical viewpoint, smart contracts can be 287

compared to software agents [62], which autonomously realize 288

programmed transactions. For instance, the Ethereum [28] plat- 289

form makes available a Touring-complete language program- 290

ming to allow, in a relatively easy way, to develop code for 291

smart-contracts. However, Ethereum has been the first 292

blockchain platform supporting smart-contracts, but currently 293

other similar platforms are active among which, for instance, 294

Hyperledger [63], Ripple [64], Stellar [65], and Tendermint [66]. 295

The choice of adopting a specific blockchain platform tightly 296

depends on the required computational complexity placed on 297

1Typically, a consensus mechanism includes, first, the transaction endorse-
ment, second, the ordering process, and third, the validation and commitment
process.
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the ledger by its consensus protocol. To the aim, different con-298

sensus protocol have been designed [67], which mainly differ299

among them in terms of robustness and computational com-300

plexity (often tightly connected). Therefore, the use of a con-301

sensus protocol in place of another also implies different costs302

for adding a new block on a blockchain, and this could heav-303

ily impact on the admissible IoT contexts. Indeed, trivially, ex-304

pansive consensus protocols, such as the Proof of Work (PoW)305

first adopted by the Bitcoin currency [57], requires to solve a306

computationally expansive hashing puzzle for making valid and307

adding a new block and, often, its adoption in an IoT context308

requires the support of other technologies, such as cloud com-309

puting. The long latency, low scalability, and poor environmental310

friendly of PoW have led to the development of other consensus311

mechanisms [68] (also at detriment of security). Among the al-312

ternatives to the PoW, the Proof of Stake protocols are the more313

known; they are based on the idea that there is something at stake314

and include different strategies, some which are those described315

in [69]–[71].316

A number of proposals relying on blockchain and smart-317

contract technologies, to validate transactions by facilitating and318

supporting the autonomous workflows and services sharing oc-319

curring among IoT devices, are described in [72] by highlight-320

ing their benefits in terms of payments, trading, shipping, and321

supply-chain management. In distributed environments, also in-322

cluding IoT devices, Di Pietro et al. [73] proposed Trustchain,323

which enables blockchain-based trusted transactions in an en-324

vironment characterized by scalability, openness, and Sybil-325

resistance by adopting a consensus protocol alternative to the326

PoW. Moreover, an increasing number of papers is implement-327

ing a blockchain for spreading trust and reputation scores with-328

out to require a trusted and powerful third party. In particular,329

Falcone and Castelfranchi [74] designed a system for spreading330

trust across different IoT domains (here called Islands of Trust)331

by using two blockchains, the former is a private credit-based332

blockchain built on a (primitive) concept of reputation, while333

the second is used for payments. Even though some points of334

contact exist between our proposal and that described in [74],335

there are some important differences, among which the main are336

the following.337

1) Our system introduces an effective reputation system338

based on the novel concept of RC and expressed by a339

unique synthetic score.340

2) We adopt a single blockchain and any further significant341

complexity due to blockchain protocols is introduced into342

the framework.343

3) We exploit smart contracts, which can include also nego-344

tiation tasks fixing the nature of the contractual relation-345

ships while, on the other side, currently this phase is not346

considered.347

III. PROPOSED IOT FRAMEWORK348

In this section, we introduce the IoT framework—represented349

in Fig. 1—on which our approach is based. Our scenario is rep-350

resented by a large number of heterogeneous IoT devices, which351

Fig. 1. Agent-based framework.

are assisted by software agents. Cooperation is another key as- 352

pect of the reference scenario: agents, on behalf of devices, can 353

interact for any task2 on the basis of smart contracts.3 354

Let us denote with D, the set of devices, and with A, the set 355

of software agents, each one associated with a unique, personal 356

device. 357

Let GN be the global network composed by a number n (with 358

n > 1) of federated local networks (LN)s. Let us also assume 359

that a blockchain is associated with it. We will explain, with 360

more detail, this aspect in Section IV. 361

A trusted and equipped agent called local network adminis- 362

trator (LNA) will correspond to each LN and provides all the 363

agents temporarily living on its administrated domain LN ∈ GN 364

of some basic services. For instance, an LNA will assign an 365

identifier (Id), unique into the GN, to each agent (i.e., device) 366

entering for the first time on the GN, and it is capable of main- 367

taining an updated registry of all the agents currently hosted in 368

its LN. From hereafter, the terms device and agents will be used 369

in an interchangeable way. 370

We represent the set of agents A registered on GN and their 371

relationships by means of a graph G = 〈N,L〉, where N rep- 372

resents the set of nodes belonging to G and each node of N is 373

associated with a unique agent a ∈ A (i.e., device d ∈ D), while 374

L is the set of oriented links, where each link of L represents 375

a relationship occurring between two agents (see intermediate 376

layer of Fig. 1). Moreover, since there are a great number of 377

agents on NG, the graph G will be sparse. 378

Within the single LN, each agent can form groups on the basis 379

of its RC witnessed by the blockchain (see Section IV). We also 380

remark that agents can freely move from an LN to another LN 381

and are free for joining with a group active on their current 382

LN, on the basis of their convenience. At the same time, we 383

assume that each group of an LN is coordinated by the respective 384

2For instance, tasks can refer to the extraction knowledge from informative
sources, the exchange of knowledge, and etc.

3Smart contracts are self-executing contracts, within the terms of an agreement
occurring between two actors, directly written into lines of code.
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LNA that, to maximize the effectiveness of the group itself, can385

also contact other devices (i.e., agents) to join with or remove386

from the group of agents having an inadequate RC. Finally, let387

us define the jth group g formed inside the ith LN ∈ GN as388

gLNi
j .389

IV. RC AND BLOCKCHAIN390

This section presents the RC and the support provided by391

the blockchain, which makes the RC scores trusted over the392

GN. Remember that we assumed that each IoT device acts as a393

prosumer by following its necessities and convenience. In par-394

ticular, note that the solvency (i.e., reliability) of an IoT device395

when it acts as a consumer (i.e., it has to pay a required ser-396

vice to another IoT device) is guaranteed by the blockchain,397

while when it acts as a provider, its capability in providing high-398

quality services is witnessed by its RC score described below in399

detail.400

A. Reputation Capital401

The RC is represented by a numerical score obtained by the402

historical “behaviors” of the devices (i.e., agent) carried out dur-403

ing its past interactions with the other devices belonging to GN404

when it acts as a provider of qualified interactions (QIs), see be-405

low. In particular, the proposed RC model is able to accomplish406

the following.407

1) Take into account the recent agent QIs history in terms of408

a number of received feedback scores in a fixed horizon409

(h) and by their Relevance (R), see (3), considered in a410

decreasing manner based on their freshness.411

2) Hinder alternate behaviors (based on the fact that small412

percentages of negative interactions do not damage the413

RC in a significant way) by assuming that a negative feed-414

back (NF) decreases reputation more than a positive one415

increases it.416

3) Avoid collusive behaviors of two (or more) agents, aimed417

to mutually and quickly increasing their RCs, by assuming418

that within the given horizon each agent can contribute419

only one time to the RC of another agent and only with its420

more recent feedback.421

4) Limit the impact of “habitual” complainers by weighting422

each their NF by their credibility [75].423

The RC of an agent is assumed to be a real positive num-424

ber where “high” values indicate a “good” reputation. Each new425

agent receives an initial RC, which should not penalize too much426

a newcomer [76] and, at the same time, it represents a counter-427

measure over whitewashing strategies of malicious agents aimed428

to return into the system for receiving a new initial favorable429

RC [77].430

More in detail, after that a service s with a cost p is required431

for an agent ai (i.e., provider) by another agent aj (i.e., con-432

sumer), this later gives a feedback fji ∈ [0, 1] ∈ R representing433

its appreciation for the service s. If the interaction involves a QI,434

then the RCi of the agent ai (similarly for the agent aj when435

it acts as a provider) will be updated. To this aim, we consider436

an interaction as qualified when R and f assume the following437

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of QIs (white area).

values: 438
{
f < 0.5, R ∈ [0, 1]

f ≥ 0.5 ∧ R ≥ f
. (1)

The ratio behind the definition of QIs [cases in (1)] consists 439

in considering the contribution of the interactions for which a 440

low feedback has been received for any value of R (relevance). 441

On the other hand, when the feedback assumes a value equal 442

or greater than 0.5, this contribution is considered as part of a 443

qualified interaction, if and only if the value of the relevance is 444

greater than the feedback itself. 445

In other words, the interactions that we have considered as 446

unqualified can be also exploited in the context of malicious 447

and alternate behaviors and, therefore, they have been excluded 448

from the RC computation so that they, first, do not provide any 449

positive or negative contribution to the RC in order to avoid 450

the damaging correct agents and, second, do not provide advan- 451

tages to dishonest agents. Alternatively, those interactions that 452

we named as qualified are those that mainly characterize correct 453

and incorrect behaviors and, consequently, have been considered 454

in computing the RC. 455

The white area in Fig. 2 represents the combination of R and 456

f for which there are QIs. 457

Therefore, for the provider agent ai, with respect to a horizon 458

consisting of the later h, QIs are performed by different agents 459

(i.e., valid QIs), and then, its RCi will be updated as follows: 460

RCi =

h∑

n=1

wn · Cj,n ·R (n−1)
ji,n · fji,n

where 461

w (Freshness weight): This parameter weights the QIs so that 462

the more recent is a QI, the more it contributes to the RC; 463

C (Credibility): It limits the effects of those agents system- 464

atically releasing NF (e.g., f < 0.5) for gaining unfair ad- 465

vantages; it is computed as the complement to 1 of the ratio 466

between the number of NF released by an agent with respect 467

to the overall number of its interactions (NT). More in detail, 468

this parameter is computed as 469

Cj =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1 NF
NT ≤ 0.5

1− NF
NT

NF
NT > 0.5

; (2)
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R (Relevance): It takes into account the relevance of the inter-470

action in terms of price, and it is computed as471

Rji =

{ ps
P

if ps < P

1 otherwise
(3)

where ps is the cost of the service s and P is a cost threshold472

for an interaction (set on the basis of the GN context) after473

which the relevance of the service is assumed as saturated474

(e.g., R = 1);475

f (feedback): It is the appreciation of the consumer for s; it476

ranges in [0, 1] ∈ R, where 1 (i.e., 0) represents the maximum477

(i.e., minimum) appreciation for s.478

Finally, when noising activities are detected (e.g., a systemic479

activity addressed to induce the failure of a smart contract by480

making not more available a resource or by voluntarily inter-481

rupting the communication), the guilty agent/agents will be482

penalized by reducing its/their RC as follows:483

RCnew = α ·
(
1− NA

NT + 1

)
· RCold

where NA is the number of aborted interactions, NT is the overall484

number of interactions of an agent, and α is a coefficient less485

than 1 that will be set on the basis of the adopted policies which,486

in turn, depends on the IoT context. In a similar way, an agent487

that does not release the feedback about its counterpart will be488

penalized on the basis of how frequently it happened.489

B. RC Updating by Smart Contracts490

Each time a service is provided into a LN, it is committed by491

means of a smart contract, running on the blockchain platform,492

which verifies and realizes all the contractual obligations. In493

this respect, also if our proposal is independent from a specific494

blockchain protocol, in this preliminary phase, we will refer495

to the well-known Ethereum platform for the advantages de-496

rived from both the availability of well-documented API and497

the opportunity of adopting its cryptocurrency (i.e., Ether) for498

payments inside the GN. Note that in the proposed framework499

payments occur to pay both services and the cost due to the500

management of the blockchain and, for the sake of simplicity,501

we assumed that such costs are included in the service.502

In our platform a smart contract, behind the terms of the503

interaction occurring among the agents, has to include some504

steps devoted to updating both the RC of the provider and a505

list of data. The updated RC is an asset that will be stored on506

the blockchain together with the following set of information507

consisting of the following.508

1) The identifiers of the device/agent who is referred the RC509

and that of the LN where it is currently affiliated to.510

2) The number of all the interactions that the agent carried511

out with success in the past.512

3) The number of all the interactions that the agent aborted.513

4) The number of all the interactions for which the agent514

released a NF (i.e., f < 0.5).515

5) The number of all the interactions for which the agent does516

not released a feedback.517

6) A list of the latest q transactions that are forming the cur- 518

rent RC score of the agent, each of the q rows of this list 519

is a tupla consisting of the following. 520

a) The identifier of the counterpart agent. 521

b) The identifier of the LN, where the counterpart agent 522

is currently affiliated to. 523

c) The date and the cost of the transaction. 524

d) The score of the feedback released for that 525

interaction. 526

For reducing the latency time of the proposed platform, each 527

LNA manages a private list of all the agent currently affiliated 528

with its LN, ordered on the basis of their identifier, and storing 529

the current (e.g., updated) value of the RC, a timestamp and 530

the collocation on the blockchain (e.g., the block) where all the 531

information of interest is stored. This private list will be acces- 532

sible, obviously to the LNA, and at all those actors managing 533

the blockchain. Moreover, as a receipt each agent involved in 534

an interaction will receive a simple certificate, signed with the 535

privet key of the ledger, storing the same information. Note 536

that the size of this certificate is very little and does not provide 537

computational or communication overload affecting the system 538

performances. 539

V. GROUP FORMATION ALGORITHM 540

In this section, we describe the group formation algorithm 541

executed in each local network (i.e., LN) by its administrator 542

(i.e., LNA) having the goal of grouping devices (i.e., agents) on 543

the basis of their RC scores. In order to highlight the contribution 544

of both RC and groups in promoting the growth of individual and 545

global RC within a LN (i.e., GN), in the following, the agents 546

will be considered as homogeneous with respect to their interests 547

and preferences (see Section II). Moreover, we will assume that 548

if the consumer agent of a service s belongs to the same group 549

of its provider, then the consumer has not to pay the price of s 550

to its provider. 551

For each LN, its LNA sets the maximum number of groups 552

admitted in that domain and, in an increasing way, their RC 553

affiliation thresholds representing the RC score required for an 554

agent for its affiliation with a group. Each agent will be affiliated 555

with the LN group “best” fitting its RC (see Algorithm 1), and 556

periodically its affiliation will be verified by the LNA on the 557

basis of its RC score. As a consequence, each agent could be 558

moved to another group that better fits its RC or, finally, the agent 559

will be removed from every group because its RC becomes too 560

low to join with any group active into the LN. This procedure, 561

executed by the LNA of every federated LN, is represented by 562

the pseudocode listed in Algorithm 1; the symbols used in its 563

description are listed in Table I. 564

More in detail, let Am ⊂ A be the set of the agents currently 565

affiliated with the federated LNm; Gm be the set of the groups 566

active on LNm; and gmk be the kth group belonging to Gm (i.e., 567

Gm =
⋃
gm). Let LNAm be the agent administrator of LNm, 568

which manages the two datasets DAm and DGm, that, respec- 569

tively, store, first, identifier (IDi), reputation capital RCi, and 570

the timestamp (τi) of the last RC check of each agent ai cur- 571

rently running on LNm; and, second, the data of each group 572
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Algorithm 1: The Procedure Executed By Each LNA.
Input: DAm, DGm, φm,MxGm;
1: for all ai ∈ LNm do
2: if τi ≥ φm then
3: ask to the blockchain for the updated value of

RC about
4: ai and then update DAm

5: end if
6: end for
7: for all gk ∈ Gm do
8: if(rhok ≥ φm) then
9: for all ai ∈ gk do

10: if(RCi < Γk) ‖ (RCi ≥ Γk+1) then
11: Assign (ai, Gxm, DAm, DGm)
12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: end for
16: for all ai ∈ LNm requiring to be affiliated with a

group do
17: if RCi ≥ Γ1 then Assign (ai,

GxMm, DAm, DGm)
18: else
19: reject the request of ai and sends to the

agent a message
20: end if
21: end for

active on its LNm, ordered on the basis of the admittance RC573

threshold values (e.g., Γk), and for each group gm ∈ Gm also574

the IDs of the agents belonging to that group, the admittance575

RC threshold (e.g., Γk) that an agent must have to be admitted576

into a group (e.g., gk), the collective RCm for that group, and577

the timestamp (ρm) of the last RC check. Moreover, a LNA will578

set the maximum number of groups (MxGm) active on LN and579

a time threshold (φm) representing the time interval occurring580

between two consecutive agent RC checks.581

For the mth local network LNm ⊂ GN, the Algorithm 1 is582

periodically executed by its administrator LNAm after a time583

φm from its last execution or when an agent requires to LNA584

its affiliation with a group active on LNm. By lines 1–5, the585

LNAM verifies on the blockchain the RC of all the LNm agents586

after a time φm is elapsed and then updates their RC scores on587

the dataset DAm. In lines 7–15, for each group active on LNm,588

periodically after that a time φm is elapsed, LNAm checks if589

the group members still satisfy the affiliation requisites of their590

belonging groups (i.e., the RC threshold Γ ), otherwise LNAm591

calls the function Assign( ) (see Algorithm 2). Finally, the last592

step of the procedure is executed when LNAm receives the agent593

request to be affiliated with a group (lines 16–21). Then the594

administrator LNAm verifies if the RC of the requester is greater595

or equal to the lower threshold (i.e., Γ1); if this result is positive596

then the function Assign( ) is called, otherwise the agent request597

is rejected and an appropriate message is sent to the requester.598

The function Assign( ) is represented in Algorithm 2 and re-599

ceives an agent, the maximum number of groups that can be600

Algorithm 2: The Function Assign (ai, MxGm, DAm,
DGm).

1: for all ai ∈ LNm do
2: if RCi < Γ1 then Remove (ai, DAm, DGm)
3: else
4: for all gk ∈ Gm do
5: if RCi ≥ Γk then assign ai to the group gk
6: end if
7: end for
8: end if
9: end for

active in LNm, and the two datasets DAm and DGm. More in 601

detail, for each agent belonging to LNm, first, (see line 2) the 602

function Assign ( ) checks their RC admittance threshold (i.e., 603

Γ ). If RCi is lower than the threshold Γ1 of the last group (that 604

is the lower Γ in Gm), the function Remove ( ) is called to re- 605

move ai from every group in Gm as long as its RCi will not be 606

adequate to require a new affiliation with a group. Otherwise, 607

lines 4–7 realize the assignation of ai to the group gk best fitting 608

with its RCi. 609

VI. EXPERIMENTS 610

This section presents the results of a number of simulations 611

performed to test the proposed framework and carried out by 612

varying both the horizon (h) and the percentage of malicious 613

actors. In particular, the simulations were aimed to verify the 614

following. 615

1) The ability of identifying the malicious actors in the 616

presence of different and concomitant typologies of at- 617

tacks carried out also by adopting different strategies (see 618

Section IV-A). 619

2) The distribution of devices (i.e., agents) among the differ- 620

ent groups (notice that devices act as prosumers). 621

3) The growth of the RC with the number of interactions 622

performed (remember that the RC of a device is referred 623

only to its provider activity because consumers are trusted 624

by the blockchain). 625

4) The costs sustained by devices to purchase services from 626

providers. 627

The parameter settings and the obtained results will be 628

presented and discussed below. 629

A. Parameter Setting 630

Simulations were performed with respect to only one feder- 631

ated LN ∈ GN, where a sequence of interactions were carried 632

out by IoT devices, each one associated with a software agent, 633

among which a percentage of cheater devices (i.e., agents) per- 634

forming collusive, noising, complainer, and different modali- 635

ties of alternate behaviors were present. The setting of the main 636

parameters adopted in these simulations was as follows. 637

1) A LN population of 103 IoT devices/agents. 638

2) Each interaction involved two devices (one acting as a 639

consumer and the other as a provider of a service) chosen 640

in a random way. Interactions were arranged in epochs 641
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TABLE I
TABLE OF THE MAIN SYMBOLS

and, in turn, each epoch was formed from 103 interac-642

tions, so that each one of the 103 agents acted as provider643

one time for epoch in average.644

3) Simulations were carried out for 103 epochs, although645

results came “stable” in a maximum of about 10 epochs.646

4) The initial RC score assigned to each device was set to647

1.0 (a value taking into account different issues).648

5) The cost ps of a service s was randomly assigned in the649

range 1/cent÷ 1.5$, while the cost threshold P of a650

service was set to 1$.651

6) The horizon (h) adopted for the simulations varied from652

h = 4 to h = 10 with step 2.653

7) Based on the different strategies adopted by honest and654

malicious devices, QIs occurred with rates of 1 : h, 1 :655

h/2, 1 : 1 and in a random way.656

8) We assumed a percentage of cheaters in the LN varying657

from 5% to 25% of the overall device population with a658

step of the 5%.659

9) As previously described, we considered the following660

four types of malicious behaviors.661

a) Alternate, where low-value interactions are cor-662

rectly closed in order to gain RC for cheating on663

high-value interactions; this activity was carried664

out with different (cheating:honest) ratios, namely665

1 : h, 1 : h/2, 1 : 1 and in a random way.666

b) Collusive, where two or more devices repetitively667

interact for mutually increasing their RC.668

c) Complainer, where NF are released to the coun- 669

terparts in a systemic way in order to gain undue 670

advantages; this activity was simulated with a rate 671

varying from 1 : h to 1 : 1. 672

d) Noising, simulating aborting interactions with a 673

frequency of 1:100. Note that aborting transac- 674

tion also included the effects due to the presence 675

of blockchain in witnessing the unreliability of a 676

consumer device, in this case the interactions did 677

not take place and, therefore, any RC penalization 678

occurred. 679

10) The number of groups was set to 3 with affiliation RC 680

thresholds, respectively, set to 2.5, 4.5, and 6.0. 681

B. Results 682

In the following are described some significant results ob- 683

tained from the experimental campaign that we carried out by 684

simulating the proposed framework. These results confirmed our 685

expectations about the advantages derived from the adoption of 686

the RC in a competitive context, in synergy with a group forma- 687

tion algorithm and the adoption of a blockchain protocol. 688

1) Malicious Identification: In the first experiment, we ana- 689

lyzed the accuracy of our framework by measuring the percent- 690

age of malicious devices/agents correctly recognized (on the 691

basis of their RC) as the number of cheaters and the horizon in- 692

creased. We assumed an initial RC = 1.0 as an initial condition 693
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Fig. 3. Malicious identification for h = 4 and h = 10.

Fig. 4. Sensitivity for h = 4 and h = 10 in identifying honest and malicious
devices when the population composition vary.

and represented here the results obtained for h = 4 and h = 10,694

both for cheaters percentages varying from 5% to 25% with step695

5, see Fig. 3 as epochs increase. Note that malicious devices696

are recognized only on the basis of their RC with respect to the697

RC initially assigned for default to each device. Consider that698

even though the initial RC is a low value, after only 5 epochs,699

the percentage of recognized malicious varied from the 100%700

(h = 4, malicious = 5%) to 96% (h = 10, malicious = 25%).701

Remember also that all the malicious attacks acted during all the702

simulations.703

Summarizing, this experiment has shown that the accuracy704

of the RC model is quite high for the considered scenario (take705

into account that the performance of the model ia also better in706

recognizing honest actors).707

Furthermore, in order to know the sensitivity of our model708

(at the 25th epoch), the percentages of honest and malicious709

agents recognized for h = 4 and h = 10 when the percentage710

of malicious varies from 0% to 100% of the overall popula-711

tion are presented in Fig. 4. Results highlight that when the712

percentage of malicious is greater than 25% then the ability of713

the RC, in the adopted configuration, to recognize the nature714

Fig. 5. Group affiliation for different h in the presence of the 5% of malicious
devices.

(e.g., honest or malicious) of the devices, decreases. In particu- 715

lar, we can observe that, while the percentage of malicious agents 716

correctly recognized (h = 4 and h = 10) starts to decrease just 717

when the real percentage of malicious is equal to 25%, the per- 718

centage of honest agents (h = 4) correctly identified starts to de- 719

crease when the percentage of malicious reach the value of 50%, 720

while the percentage of honest agents (h = 10) correctly iden- 721

tified slightly decreases only when the percentage of malicious 722

reach a value around the 95%. From this last analysis, we can 723

state that a limitation of the RC model is not being able to recog- 724

nize malicious agents when the percentage of them with respect 725

to the entire population is very high (≥25%). From the other 726

hand, the RC is still able to recognize honest agents even when 727

the percentage of malicious agents with respect to the entire 728

population is very high (≥25%). 729

2) Group Affiliation: The second experiment investigated on 730

the affiliation of the devices to the groups active on LN. In par- 731

ticular, in Figs. 5 and 6 are represented the distributions of the 732

devices among the groups when malicious devices are the 5% 733

and the 25% of the population and for the horizon thresholds 734

h = 4, 6, 8, 10. Note that the distribution trend also depends on 735

the adopted affiliation RC thresholds (specified in Section VI-A 736

and valid for all the scenarios). 737

Results clearly highlighted three aspects. The first one is that 738

almost all the malicious devices do not belong to any group 739
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Fig. 6. Group affiliation for different h in the presence of the 25% of malicious
devices.

because their RC score is unsuitable to perform a group affilia-740

tion and, in average, this result becomes stable in about 5÷ 10741

epochs. The other one aspect is referred to the honest devices742

that, first, with a low horizon rarely belong to the group 3 be-743

cause this type of horizon does not allow them to acquire an RC744

score equal or greater than 6.0, that is, the affiliation threshold745

adopted for the group 3, conversely, second, with a large hori-746

zon, the most part of the honest devices is able to belong to the747

group 3. Also in this case, results are stable within the tenth748

epoch. Finally, the last observation is referred to the fact that,749

trivially, when malicious agents increase in percentage then it is750

needed to adopt a wider horizon.751

3) RC: The third experiment analyzed the behavior of the752

RC when horizon and percentage of malicious agents vary. Also753

in this case, we present only the results obtained for h = 4 and754

h = 10 and for percentages of malicious devices varying in the755

range 5÷ 25% with step 5, see Fig. 7. The dependence of the RC756

from horizon and numerosity of malicious devices is evident, as757

it also was deducible from the previous experiments.758

4) Costs: Finally, the last simulations carried out (see Fig. 8)759

confirmed that malicious actors always pay for services more760

and more than honest devices. More in detail, the amount of the761

money paid from a malicious with respect to that paid from an762

Fig. 7. RC for honest (h) and malicious (m) devices for h = 4 and h = 10
and different malicious percentages (mal).

Fig. 8. Cost for services paid from honest (h) and malicious (m) devices for
h = 4 and h = 10 and different malicious percentages (mal).

honest device varied with a ratio of about 1 : 1.5 to 1 : 4.2 (both 763

measured at the 25th epoch). 764

C. Discussion 765

The analysis of the experimental results has clearly shown 766

that the proposed framework is resilient to malicious agents, 767

almost all detected in about five epochs, and some their attacks if 768

malicious agents are not more of a high enough threshold (e.g., 769

∼25%). Moreover, the experimental results regarding the RC 770
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scores, the dynamic underlying groups affiliation, and the costs771

paid for services by honest and malicious agents are positive772

and they reach a good stability in few epochs (e.g., ∼5–10).773

In particular, related results mainly depend on both the horizon774

threshold and the number of malicious devices.775

In other words, experimental results highlighted that the syn-776

ergy derived from the RC model, the group formation algorithm,777

and the blockchain allow the framework to correctly work.778

VII. CONCLUSION779

In this paper, we took into account a scenario comprising a780

wide IoT network federating several environments (local net-781

works) of heterogeneous, smart IoT devices. In the considered782

scenario, devices can move across local networks, and they co-783

operate to reach their own goals with their peers.784

Since cooperation implies the selection of reliable partners to785

cooperate with, the level of “satisfaction” that each device can786

receive from such interactions may vary in a significant way.787

This is a particularly sensible aspect, especially when device788

interactions involve critical and/or expensive (also in terms of789

resources) activities. In the scenario described previously, in-790

formation as reputation can help in that choice, assuming that791

information about reputation is spread in a proper way.792

To this purpose, we designed a framework where every IoT793

device was associated with a software agent capable to exploit794

its social attitudes to cooperate as well as to form complex agent795

social structures, as groups. To support cooperation, we intro-796

duced the RC, a numerical value, which is updated on the basis797

of the devices’ feedback. To enable the dissemination of the rep-798

utation within the considered scenario, without the use of any799

centralized component, we exploit the support of the blockchain800

technology. Moreover, based on the RC values, each device can801

decide of asking the affiliation to a group of reliable agents with802

the expectancy of having satisfactory interactions and economic803

advantages.804

In particular, we designed, first, a suitable RC model that805

implemented some countermeasures against collusive and ma-806

licious behaviors aimed to gain unfair RC and, second, a dis-807

tributed group formation algorithm, driven by information about808

the RC of the agents (stored in a blockchain) that provided to809

divide the agents in groups on the basis of their RC score.810

The experimental campaign of simulations carried out to811

verify efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed IoT frame-812

work highlighted that the synergy derived from the RC model,813

the group formation algorithm, and the blockchain allows the814

framework to work correctly.815

In order to better validate the advantages introduced by our816

proposal, an experimental campaign in a real IoT scenario817

should be performed, and this will be the subject of our ongoing818

research.819
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